
SOFTWARE PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about Managing Project

 Learn aboutProcess Approach

 Learn about key Skills of Project Managers

 Learn about Project Management Fundamentals

 Learn about Leadership Skills

 Learn about qualities of Successful Project Managers

 Learn about Leading Good People

Definition/Overview:

Process Approach: Executing consists of the processes used to complete the work defined in

the project management plan to accomplish the project's requirements. Execution process

involves coordinating people and resources, as well as integrating and performing the

activities of the project in accordance with the project management plan. The deliverables are

produced as outputs from the processes performed as defined in the project management plan.

Key Points:

1. Managing Project

Monitoring and Controlling consists of those processes performed to observe project

execution so that potential problems can be identified in a timely manner and corrective

action can be taken, when necessary, to control the execution of the project. The key benefit

is that project performance is observed and measured regularly to identify variances from the

project management plan.

 Measuring the ongoing project activities (where we are);

 Monitoring the project variables (cost, effort,) against the project management plan and the

project performance baseline (where we should be);
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 Identify corrective actions to properly address issues and risks (How can we get on track

again);

Influencing the factors that could circumvent integrated change control so only approved

changes are implemented.

In multi-phase projects, the Monitoring and Controlling process also provides feedback

between project phases, in order to implement corrective or preventive actions to bring the

project into compliance with the project management plan.

Project Maintenance is an ongoing process, and it includes:

 Continuing support of end users

 Correction of errors

 Updates of the software over time

In this stage, auditors should pay attention to how effectively and quickly user problems are

resolved. Over the course of any construction project, the work scope changes. Change is a

normal and expected part of the construction process. Changes can be the result of necessary

design modifications, differing site conditions, material availability, contractor-requested

changes, value engineering and impacts from third parties, to name a few. Beyond executing

the change in the field, the change normally needs to be documented to show what was

actually constructed. This is referred to as Change Management. Hence, the owner usually

requires a final record to show all changes or, more specifically, any change that modifies the

tangible portions of the finished work. The record is made on the contract documents usually,

but not necessarily limited to, the design drawings. The end product of this effort is what the

industry terms as-built drawings, or more simply, asbuilts. The requirement for providing

them is a norm in construction contracts.

When changes are introduced to the project the viability of the project has to be assessed

again. It is important not to lose sight of the initial goals and targets of the projects. When the

changes accumulate, the forecasted end result may not justify the proposed investment.

Closing includes the formal acceptance of the project and the ending thereof. Administrative

activities include the archiving of the files and documenting lessons learned. Closing phase

consists of two parts:
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 Close project: to finalize all activities across all of the process groups to formally close the

project or a project phase

 Contract closure: necessary for completing and settling each contract, including the resolution

of any open items, and closing each contract applicable to the project or a project phase.

A project manager is a professional in the field of project management. Project managers can

have the responsibility of the planning, execution, and closing of any project, typically

relating to construction industry, architecture, computer networking, telecommunications or

software development. Many other fields in the production, design and service industries also

have project managers.

Construction project managers in the past were individuals, who worked in construction or

supporting industries and were promoted to foreman. It was not until the late 20th century

that construction and Construction management became distinct fields. Until recently, the

industry lacked any level of standardization, with individual States determining the eligibility

requirements within their jurisdiction. However, several Trade associations based in the

United States have made strides in creating a commonly-accepted set of qualifications and

tests to determine a project manager's competency. The Project Management Institute has

made some headway into being a standardizing body with its creation of the Project

Management Professional (PMP) designation.

The Constructor Certification Commission of the American Institute of Constructors holds

semiannual nationwide tests. Eight American Construction Management programs require

that students take these exams before they may receive their Bachelor of Science in

Construction Management degree, and 15 other Universities actively encourage their students

to consider the exams.

The Associated Colleges of Construction Education, and the Associated Schools of

Construction have made considerable progress in developing national standards for

construction education programs.-

 Review the different roles played by the project manager

 Review the key skills every project manager should possess

 Learn why some project managers are much more successful than others

 Understand the common mistakes made by many project managers
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The project manager has many activities to perform, challenges to overcome, and

responsibilities to uphold over the life of a project. Depending on your individual

experiences, your industry background, and the manner in which project management has

been implemented, this review may have been quite enlightening to you.

To ensure that we have a common understanding on what a project manager does, we'll

review the different roles a project manager plays over the life of a project, and we'll discuss

the prerequisite skills that are needed to perform those roles. Most importantly, we'll

accelerate your learning curve by sharing the characteristics of successful project managers

and the common mistakes made by many others. You've likely heard many of the analogies

before to describe the role of project manager the "captain" of the ship, the "conductor" of the

orchestra, the "coach" of the team, the "catalyst" of the engine, and so on. There's truth and

insight in each of the analogies, but each can be incomplete as well. To gain better

understanding of what a project manager does, let's briefly discuss each of the key roles

played by the project manager:

Planner ensures that the project is defined properly and completely for success, all

stakeholders are engaged, work effort approach is determined, required resources are

available when needed, and processes are in place to properly execute and control the project.

2. Key Skills of Project Managers

While there is a broad range of skills needed to effectively manage the people, process, and

technical aspects of any project, it becomes clear there is a set of key skills that each project

manager should have. While these skill categories are not necessarily exclusive of each other,

let's group them into five (5) categories to streamline our review and discussion:

2.1 Project Management Fundamentals

The "science" part of project management, covered in this book, including

office productivity suite (such as Microsoft Office, email, and so on) and

project management software skills.
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2.2 Business Management Skills

Those skills that would be equally valuable to an "operations" or "line-of-

business" manager, such as budgeting, finance, procurement, organizational

dynamics, team development, performance management, coaching, and

motivation.

2.3 Technical Knowledge

The knowledge gained from experience and competence in the focal area of

the project. With it, you greatly increase your "effectiveness" as a project

manager. You have more credibility, and you can ask better questions, validate

the estimates and detail plans of team members, help solve technical issues,

develop better solutions, and serve more of a leadership role.

2.4 Key Skills of Project Managers

While there is a broad range of skills needed to effectively manage the people,

process, and technical aspects of any project, it becomes clear there is a set of

key skills that each project manager should have. While these skill categories

are not necessarily exclusive of each other, let's group them into five (5)

categories to streamline our review and discussion:

2.5 Project Management Fundamentals

The "science" part of project management, covered in this book, including

office productivity suite (such as Microsoft Office, email, and so on) and

project management software skills.

2.6 Business Management Skills

Those skills that would be equally valuable to an "operations" or "line-of-

business" manager, such as budgeting, finance, procurement, organizational

dynamics, team development, performance management, coaching, and

motivation.
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2.7 Technical Knowledge

The knowledge gained from experience and competence in the focal area of

the project. With it, you greatly increase your "effectiveness" as a project

manager. You have more credibility, and you can ask better questions, validate

the estimates and detail plans of team members, help solve technical issues,

develop better solutions, and serve more of a leadership role.

2.8 Communication Skills

Since communication is regarded as the most important project management

skill by PMI, I felt it was important to separate these out. Skills included in

this category would include all written communication skills (correspondence,

emails, documents), oral communication skills, facilitation skills, presentation

skills and the most valuableactivelistening. Active listening can be defined as

"really listening" and the ability to listen with focus, empathy, and the desire

to connect with the speaker.

2.9 Leadership Skills

This category overlaps with some of the others and focuses on the "attitude"

and "mindset" required for project management. However, it also includes key

skills such as interpersonal and general "people" skills, adaptability,

flexibility, people management, degree of customer-orientation, analytical

skills, problem-solving skills, and the ability to keep the "big picture" in mind.

3.0 Leading Good People

Given the many roles played by a project manager, the broad range of skills needed,

and the inherit challenges in successfully delivering a project, we need to find ways to

accelerate the learning process. Two key ways to accelerate our learning:

understanding the qualities of successful project managers and understanding the

common mistakes made by project managers.

Successful project managers do not share personality types, appearances, or sizes, but

they do share three important features. They excel in at least two of the five key skill
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categories (Project Management Fundamentals, Business Management Skills,

Technical Knowledge, Communication Skills, and Leadership Skills) and are either

"good enough" in the other categories or staff their teams to compensate for their

deficiencies.

They bring a mindset and approach to project management that is best characterized

by one or more of the following qualities:

Topic : Implement Your Process

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about Implementation

Definition/Overview:

Implementation: is the realization of an application, or execution of a plan, idea, model,

design, specification, standard, algorithm, or policy.

Key Points:

1. Implement

In computer science, an implementation is a realization of a technical specification or

algorithm as a program, software component, or other computer system. Many

implementations may exist for a given specification or standard. For example, web browsers

contain implementations of World Wide Web Consortium-recommended specifications, and

software development tools contain implementations of programming languages.

In the IT Industry, implementation refers to post-sales process of guiding a client from

purchase to use of the software or hardware that was purchased. This includes Requirements

Analysis, Scope Analysis, Customizations, Systems Integrations, User Policies, User
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Training and Delivery. These steps are often overseen by a Project Manager using Project

Management Methodologies set forth in the Project Management Body of Knowledge.

Software Implementations involve several professionals that are relatively new to the

knowledge based economy such as Business Analysts, Technical Analysts, Solution

Architect, and Project Managers.

In political science, implementation refers to the carrying out of public policy. Legislatures

pass laws that are then carried out by public servants working in bureaucratic agencies. This

process consists of rule-making, rule-administration and rule-adjudication. Factors impacting

implementation include the legislative intent, the administrative capacity of the implementing

bureaucracy, interest group activity and opposition, and presidential or executive support.

Project control is that element of a project that keeps it on-track, on-time and within budget.

Project control begins early in the project with planning and ends late in the project with post-

implementation review, having a thorough involvement of each step in the process. Each

project should be assessed for the appropriate level of control needed: too much control is too

time consuming, too little control is very risky. If project control is not implemented

correctly, the cost to the business should be clarified in terms of errors, fixes, and additional

audit fees.

Control systems are needed for cost, risk, quality, communication, time, change,

procurement, and human resources. In addition, auditors should consider how important the

projects are to the financial statements, how reliant the stakeholders are on controls, and how

many controls exist. Auditors should review the development process and procedures for how

they are implemented. The process of development and the quality of the final product may

also be assessed if needed or requested. A business may want the auditing firm to be involved

throughout the process to catch problems earlier on so that they can be fixed more easily. An

auditor can serve as a controls consultant as part of the development team or as an

independent auditor as part of an audit.

Businesses sometimes use formal systems development processes. These help assure that

systems are developed successfully. A formal process is more effective in creating strong

controls, and auditors should review this process to confirm that it is well designed and is

followed in practice
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Topic : Leverage Your Tools

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Leverage Your Tools

 Gantt charts as a tool

Definition/Overview:

Leverage Your Tools: A Gantt chart is a type of bar chart that illustrates a project schedule.

Gantt charts illustrate the start and finish dates of the terminal elements and summary

elements of a project. Terminal elements and summary elements comprise the work

breakdown structure of the project. Some Gantt charts also show the dependency (i.e,

precedence network) relationships between activities. Gantt charts can be used to show

current schedule status using percent-complete shadings and a vertical "TODAY" line as

shown here.

In the 1980s, personal computers eased the creation and editing of elaborate Gantt charts.

These desktop applications were intended mainly for project managers and project

schedulers. In the late 1990s and early 2000s, Gantt charts became a common feature of web-

based applications, including collaborative groupware. Although now regarded as a common

charting technique, Gantt charts were considered revolutionary when they were introduced.

In recognition of Henry Gantt's contributions, the Henry Laurence Gantt Medal is awarded

for distinguished achievement in management and in community service. This chart is used

also in Information Technology to represent data that has been collected.
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Key Points:

1. Gantt charts as a tool

Gantt charts have become a common technique for representing the phases and activities of a

project work breakdown structure (WBS), so they can be understood by a wide audience.

A common error made by those who equate Gantt chart design with project design is that

they attempt to define the project work breakdown structure at the same time that they define

schedule activities. This practice makes it very difficult to follow the 100% Rule. Instead the

WBS should be fully defined to follow the 100% Rule, then the project schedule can be

designed.

Although a Gantt chart is useful and valuable for small projects that fit on a single sheet or

screen, they can become quite unwieldy for projects with more than about 30 activities.

Larger Gantt charts may not be suitable for most computer displays. A related criticism is that

Gantt charts communicate relatively little information per unit area of display. That is,

projects are often considerably more complex than can be communicated effectively with a

Gantt chart.

Gantt charts only represent part of the triple constraints of projects, because they focus

primarily on schedule management. Moreover, Gantt charts do not represent the size of a

project or the relative size of work elements, therefore the magnitude of a behind-schedule

condition is easily miscommunicated. If two projects are the same number of days behind

schedule, the larger project has a larger impact on resource utilization, yet the Gantt does not

represent this difference

Although project management software can show schedule dependencies as lines between

activities, displaying a large number of dependencies may result in a cluttered or unreadable

chart.

Because the horizontal bars of a Gantt chart have a fixed height, they can misrepresent the

time-phased workload (resource requirements) of a project. In the example shown in this

article, Activities E and G appear to be the same size, but in reality they may be orders of

magnitude different. A related criticism is that all activities of a Gantt chart show planned

workload as constant. In practice, many activities (especially summary elements) have front-
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loaded or back-loaded work plans, so a Gantt chart with percent-complete shading may

actually miscommunicatethe true schedule performance status.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Utilize Your Measurements

Prepare To Manage

Organize Your Resources

Topic : Utilize Your Measurements

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Utilize Your Measurements

 Planning and design

 Monitoring and Controlling

 Executing Process Group Processes

Definition/Overview:

Utilize Your Measurements

Project control is that element of a project that keeps it on-track, on-time and within budget.

Project control begins early in the project with planning and ends late in the project with post-

implementation review, having a thorough involvement of each step in the process. Each

project should be assessed for the appropriate level of control needed: too much control is too

time consuming, too little control is very risky. If project control is not implemented

correctly, the cost to the business should be clarified in terms of errors, fixes, and additional

audit fees.
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Key Points:

1. Planning and design

After the initiation stage, the system is designed. Occasionally, a small prototype of the final

product is built and tested. Testing is generally performed by a combination of testers and end

users, and can occur after the prototype is built or concurrently. Controls should be in place

that ensure that the final product will meet the specifications of the project charter. The

results of the design stage should include a product design that:

Satisfies the project sponsor, end user, and business requirements

 Functions as it was intended.

 Can be produced within quality standards

 Can be produced within time and budget constraints

1.1 Executing: Executing Process Group Processes

Executing consists of the processes used to complete the work defined in the project

management plan to accomplish the project's requirements. Execution process involves

coordinating people and resources, as well as integrating and performing the activities of

the project in accordance with the project management plan. The deliverables are

produced as outputs from the processes performed as defined in the project management

plan.

1.2 Monitoring and Controlling

Monitoring and Controlling consists of those processes performed to observe project

execution so that potential problems can be identified in a timely manner and corrective

action can be taken, when necessary, to control the execution of the project. The key

benefit is that project performance is observed and measured regularly to identify

variances from the project management plan.
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1.3 Monitoring and Controlling Process Group Processes

Monitoring and Controlling includes:

 Measuring the ongoing project activities (where we are);

 Monitoring the project variables (cost, effort,) against the project management plan and the

project performance baseline (where we should be);

 Identify corrective actions to properly address issues and risks (How can we get on track

again);

 Influencing the factors that could circumvent integrated change control so only approved

changes are implemented

 In multi-phase projects, the Monitoring and Controlling process also provides feedback

between project phases, in order to implement corrective or preventive actions to bring the

project into compliance with the project management plan.

Topic : Prepare To Manage

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about Balancing Project Needs

 Assessing Project Risks

Definition/Overview:

Balancing Project Needs: A project manager is a professional in the field of project

management. Project managers can have the responsibility of the planning, execution, and

closing of any project, typically relating to construction industry, architecture, computer

networking, telecommunications or software development. Many other fields in the

production, design and service industries also have project managers.
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A project manager is the person accountable for accomplishing the stated project objectives.

Key project management responsibilities include creating clear and attainable project

objectives, building the project requirements, and managing the triple constraint for projects,

which is cost, time, and scope.

A project manager is often a client representative and has to determine and implement the

exact needs of the client, based on knowledge of the firm they are representing. The ability to

adapt to the various internal procedures of the contracting party, and to form close links with

the nominated representatives, is essential in ensuring that the key issues of cost, time, quality

and above all, client satisfaction, can be realized.

Key Points:

1. Assessing Project Risks

Risk management is activity directed towards the assessing, mitigating (to an acceptable

level) and monitoring of risks. In some cases the acceptable risk may be near zero. Risks can

come from accidents, natural causes and disasters as well as deliberate attacks from an

adversary. The main ISO standards on risk management include , .

In businesses, risk management entails organized activity to manage uncertainty and threats

and involves people following procedures and using tools in order to ensure conformance

with risk-management policies.

1.1 Assessment

Once risks have been identified, they must then be assessed as to their potential

severity of loss and to the probability of occurrence. These quantities can be either

simple to measure, in the case of the value of a lost building, or impossible to know

for sure in the case of the probability of an unlikely event occurring. Therefore, in the

assessment process it is critical to make the best educated guesses possible in order to

properly prioritize the implementation of the risk management plan.

The fundamental difficulty in risk assessment is determining the rate of occurrence

since statistical information is not available on all kinds of past incidents.

Furthermore, evaluating the severity of the consequences (impact) is often quite
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difficult for immaterial assets. Asset valuation is another question that needs to be

addressed. Thus, best educated opinions and available statistics are the primary

sources of information. Nevertheless, risk assessment should produce such

information for the management of the organization that the primary risks are easy to

understand and that the risk management decisions may be prioritized. Thus, there

have been several theories and attempts to quantify risks. Numerous different risk

formulae exist, but perhaps the most widely accepted formula for risk quantification

is:

Rate of occurrence multiplied by the impact of the event equals risk

Later research has shown that the financial benefits of risk management are less

dependent on the formula used but are more dependent on the frequency and how risk

assessment is performed.

In business it is imperative to be able to present the findings of risk assessments in

financial terms. Robert Courtney Jr. (IBM, 1970) proposed a formula for presenting

risks in financial terms. The Courtney formula was accepted as the official risk

analysis method for the USgovernmental agencies. The formula proposes calculation

of ALE (annualised loss expectancy) and compares the expected loss value to the

security control implementation costs (cost-benefit analysis).

1.2 Risk reduction

Involves methods that reduce the severity of the loss or the likelihood of the loss from

occurring. For example, sprinklers are designed to put out a fire to reduce the risk of

loss by fire. This method may cause a greater loss by water damage and therefore may

not be suitable. Halon fire suppression systems may mitigate that risk, but the cost

may be prohibitive as a strategy. Risk management may also take the form of a set

policy, such as only allow the use of secured IM platforms (like Brosix) and not

allowing personal IM platforms (like AIM) to be used in order to reduce the risk of

data leaks.

Modern software development methodologies reduce risk by developing and

delivering software incrementally. Early methodologies suffered from the fact that
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they only delivered software in the final phase of development; any problems

encountered in earlier phases meant costly rework and often jeopardized the whole

project. By developing in iterations, software projects can limit effort wasted to a

single iteration.

Outsourcing could be an example of risk reduction if the outsourcer can demonstrate

higher capability at managing or reducing risks.In this case companies outsource only

some of their departmental needs. For example, a company may outsource only its

software development, the manufacturing of hard goods, or customer support needs to

another company, while handling the business management itself. This way, the

company can concentrate more on business development without having to worry as

much about the manufacturing process, managing the development team, or finding a

physical location for a call center.

Topic : Organize Your Resources

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn Computer software

 A screenshot of the OpenOffice.org Writer desktop software

 Relationship to computer hardware

 Relationship to computer hardware

Definition/Overview:

Hardware: Hardware is a general term that refers to the physical artifacts of a technology. It

may also mean the physical components of a computer system, in the form of computer

hardware.
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Key Points:

1. Computer software

Computer software, or just software is a general term used to describe a collection of

computer programs, procedures and documentation that perform some tasks on a computer

system.

1.1 A screenshot of the OpenOffice.org Writer desktop software

The term includes:

Application software such as word processors which perform productive tasks for

users.

Firmware which is software programmed resident to electrically programmable

memory devices on board mainboards or other types of integrated hardware carriers.

Middleware which controls and co-ordinates distributed systems.

System software such as operating systems, which interface with hardware to provide

the necessary services for application software.

Software Testing is a domain independent of development and programming, It

consists various methods to test and declare a software product fit before it can be

launched for use by either an indivudual or a group. Many tests on functionality,

performance and appearance are conducted by modern testers with various tools such

as QTP, Load runner, Black box testing etc to edit a checklist of requirements against

the developed code. ISTQB is a certification that is in demand for engineers who want

to pursue a career in testing.

Test-ware which is an umbrella term or container term for all utilities and application

software that serves in combination for testing a software package but not necessarily

may optionally contribute to operational purposes. As such, testwareis not a standing

configuration but merely a working environment for application software or subsets

thereof.
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Software includes websites, programs, video games etc. that are coded by

programming languages like C, C++, etc.

"Software" is sometimes used in a broader context to mean anything which is not

hardware but which is used with hardware, such as film, tapes and records

1.2 Relationship to computer hardware

Computer software is so called to distinguish it from computer hardware, which

encompasses the physical interconnections and devices required to store and execute

(or run) the software. At the lowest level, software consists of a machine language

specific to an individual processor. A machine language consists of groups of binary

values signifying processor instructions which change the state of the computer from

its preceding state. Software is an ordered sequence of instructions for changing the

state of the computer hardware in a particular sequence. It is usually written in high-

level programming languages that are easier and more efficient for humans to use

(closer to natural language) than machine language. High-level languages are

compiled or interpreted into machine language object code. Software may also be

written in an assembly language, essentially, a mnemonic representation of a machine

language using a natural language alphabet. Assembly language must be assembled

into object code via an assembler.

The term "software" was first used in this sense by John W. Tukey in 1958. In

computer science and software engineering, computer software is all computer

programs. The theory that is the basis for most modern software was first proposed by

Alan Turing in his 1935 essay Computable numbers with an application to the

Entscheidungsproblem.

Users often see things differently than programmers. People who use modern general

purpose computers (as opposed to embedded systems, analog computers,

supercomputers, etc.) usually see three layers of software performing a variety of

tasks: platform, application, and user software.

Platform software: Platform includes the firmware, device drivers, an operating

system, and typically a graphical user interface which, in total, allow a user to interact
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with the computer and its peripherals (associated equipment). Platform software often

comes bundled with the computer. On a PC you will usually have the ability to

change the platform software.

Application software: Application software or Applications are what most people

think of when they think of software. Typical examples include office suites and

video games. Application software is often purchased separately from computer

hardware. Sometimes applications are bundled with the computer, but that does not

change the fact that they run as independent applications. Applications are almost

always independent programs from the operating system, though they are often

tailored for specific platforms. Most users think of compilers, databases, and other

"system software" as applications.

User-written software: End-user development tailors systems to meet users' specific

needs. User software include spreadsheet templates, word processor macros, scientific

simulations, and scripts for graphics and animations. Even email filters are a kind of

user software. Users create this software themselves and often overlook how

important it is. Depending on how competently the user-written software has been

integrated into default application packages, many users may not be aware of the

distinction between the the original packages, and what has been added by co-

workers.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Sketch Your Schedule

Write Your Plan

Roll Out Your Rolls
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Topic : Sketch Your Schedule

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Project scheduling

 Creating a project schedule

Definition/Overview:

1. Project scheduling

The 1950s marked the beginning of the modern Project Management era. Again, in the

United States, prior to the 1950s, projects were managed on an ad hoc basis using mostly

Gantt Charts, and informal techniques and tools. At that time, two mathematical project

scheduling models were developed: (1) the "Program Evaluation and Review Technique" or

PERT was developed by Booz-Allen & Hamilton as part of the United States Navy's (in

conjunction with the Lockheed Corporation) Polaris missile submarine program;and (2) the

"Critical Path Method" (CPM) was developed in a joint venture by both DuPont Corporation

and Remington Rand Corporation for managing plant maintenance projects. These

mathematical techniques quickly spread into many private enterprises.

At the same time, technology for project cost estimating, cost management, and engineering

economics was evolving, with pioneering work by Hans Lang and others. In 1956, the

American Association of Cost Engineers (now AACE International; the Association for the

Advancement of Cost Engineering) was formed by early practitioners of project management

and the associated specialties of planning and scheduling, cost estimating, and cost/schedule

control (project control). AACE has continued its pioneering work and in 2006 released the

first ever integrated process for portfolio, program and project management (Total Cost

Management Framework).
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Key Points:

1. Creating a project schedule

Before a project schedule can be created, a project manager should typically have a work

breakdown structure (WBS), an effort estimate for each task, and a resource list with

availability for each resource. If these are not yet available, it may be possible to create

something that looks like a schedule, but it will essentially be a work of fiction. They can be

created using a consensus-driven estimation method like Wideband Delphi. The reason for

this is that a schedule itself is an estimate: each date in the schedule is estimated, and if those

dates do not have the buy-in of the people who are going to do the work, the schedule will be

inaccurate.

In many industries, such as engineering and construction, the development and maintenance

of the project schedule is the responsibility of a full time scheduler or team of schedulers,

depending on the size of the project. And though the techniques of scheduling are well

developed, they are inconsistently applied throughout industry. Standardization and

promotion of scheduling best practices are being pursued by the Association for the

Advancement of Cost Engineering (AACE), the Project Management Institute (PMI). In

some large corporations, scheduling, as well as cost, estimating, and risk management are

organized under the department of project controls.

Many project scheduling software products exist which can do much of the tedious work of

calculating the schedule automatically, and plenty of books and tutorials dedicated to

teaching people how to use them. However, before a project manager can use these tools, he

or she should understand the concepts behind the WBS, dependencies, resource allocation,

critical paths, Gantt charts and earned value. These are the real keys to planning a successful

project.
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Topic : Write Your Plan

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn bout Planning Process Group Activities

 Project control systems

Definition/Overview:

Organizing the Plan

Key Points:

1. Planning Process Group Activities

After the initiation stage, the system is designed. Occasionally, a small prototype of the final

product is built and tested. Testing is generally performed by a combination of testers and end

users, and can occur after the prototype is built or concurrently. Controls should be in place

that ensures that the final product will meet the specifications of the project charter. The

results of the design stage should include a product design that:

Satisfies the project sponsor, end user, and business requirements

Functions as it was intended.

 Can be produced within quality standards.

 Can be produced within time and budget constraints.

1.1 Project control systems

Project control is that element of a project that keeps it on-track, on-time and within

budget. Project control begins early in the project with planning and ends late in the

project with post-implementation review, having a thorough involvement of each step in

the process. Each project should be assessed for the appropriate level of control needed:
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too much control is too timeconsuming, too little control is very risky. If project control is

not implemented correctly, the cost to the business should be clarified in terms of errors,

fixes, and additional audit fees.

Control systems are needed for cost, risk, quality, communication, time, change,

procurement, and human resources. In addition, auditors should consider how important

the projects are to the financial statements, how reliant the stakeholders are on controls,

and how many controls existing. Auditors should review the development process and

procedures for how they are implemented. The process of development and the quality of

the final product may also be assessed if needed or requested. A business may want the

auditing firm to be involved throughout the process to catch problems earlier on so that

they can be fixed more easily. An auditor can serve as a controls consultant as part of the

development team or as an independent auditor as part of an audit.

Businesses sometimes use formal systems development processes. These help assure that

systems are developed successfully. A formal process is more effective in creating strong

controls, and auditors should review this process to confirm that it is well designed and is

followed in practice.

Topic : Roll Out Your Rolls

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the ideal risk management

 Intangible risk management
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Definition/Overview:

In ideal risk management, a prioritization process is followed whereby the risks with the

greatest loss and the greatest probability of occurring are handled first, and risks with lower

probability of occurrence and lower loss are handled in descending order. In practice the

process can be very difficult, and balancing between risks with a high probability of

occurrence but lower loss versus a risk with high loss but lower probability of occurrence can

often be mishandled.

Key Points:

1. Intangible risk management

Intangible risk management identifies a new type of risk a risk that has a 100% probability of

occurring but is ignored by the organization due to a lack of identification ability. For

example, when deficient knowledge is applied to a situation, a knowledge risk materialises.

Relationship risk appears when ineffective collaboration occurs. Process-engagement risk

may be an issue when ineffective operational procedures are applied. These risks directly

reduce the productivity of knowledge workers, decrease cost effectiveness, profitability,

service, quality, reputation, brand value, and earnings quality. Intangible risk management

allows risk management to create immediate value from the identification and reduction of

risks that reduce productivity.

1.1 Risk management

Risk management also faces difficulties allocating resources. This is the idea of

opportunity cost. Resources spent on risk management could have been spent on more

profitable activities. Again, ideal risk management minimizes spending while

maximizing the reduction of the negative effects of risks.

While we will review many of the common errors made in each of the fundamental

areas of project management throughout this book (so you can avoid them),

understanding the most common project management mistakes will help focus our

efforts and help us to avoid the same mistakes on our projects. The following are

some of the most common mistakes made by project managers:
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o Not clearly understanding how or ensuring the project is aligned with

organizational objectives.

o Not properly managing stakeholder expectations throughout the project.

o Not gaining agreement and "buy-in" on project goals and success criteria from

key stakeholders.

o Not developing a realistic schedule that includes all work efforts, task

dependencies, bottom-up estimates, and leveled assigned resources.

o Not getting "buy-in" and acceptance on the project schedule.

o Not clearly deciding and communicating who is responsible for what.

o Not utilizing change control procedures to manage the scope of the project.

o Not communicating consistently and effectively with all key stakeholders.

o Not executing the project plan.

o Not tackling key risks early in the project.

o Not proactively identifying risks and developing contingency plans (responses)

for those risks.

o Not obtaining the right resources with the right skills at the right time.

o Not aggressively pursuing issue resolution.

o Inadequate requirements definition and management.

o Insufficient management and leadership of project team.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
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Schedule Your Schedule

Leave The Starting Line

Topic : Schedule Your Schedule

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand Project Management

 Project control

Definition/Overview:

Project Management tries to gain control over variables such as risk. Potential points of

failure: Most negative risks (or potential failures) can be overcome or resolved, given enough

planning capabilities, time, and resources. According to some definitions risk can also be

categorized as "positive" meaning that there is a potential opportunity, e.g., completes the

project faster than expected.

Customers (either internal or external project sponsors) and external organizations (such as

government agencies and regulators) can dictate the extent of three variables: time, cost, and

scope. The remaining variable (risk) is managed by the project team, ideally based on solid

estimation and response planning techniques. Through a negotiation process among project

stakeholders, an agreement defines the final objectives, in terms of time, cost, scope, and risk,

usually in the form of a charter or contract.

To properly control these variables a good project manager has a depth of knowledge and

experience in the four areas constituting time, cost, scope, and risk, and in six other areas as

well: integration, communication, human resources, quality assurance, schedule

development, and procurement.
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Key Points:

1. Project control

Project control is that element of a project that keeps it on-track, on-time and within budget.

Project control begins early in the project with planning and ends late in the project with post-

implementation review, having a thorough involvement of each step in the process. Each

project should be assessed for the appropriate level of control needed: too much control is too

time consuming, too little control is very risky. If project control is not implemntedcorrectly,

the cost to the business should be clarified in terms of errors, fixes, and additional audit fees.

Control systems are needed for cost, risk, quality, communication, time, change,

procurement, and human resources. In addition, auditors should consider how important the

projects are to the financial statements, how reliant the stakeholders are on controls, and how

many controls exist. The process of development and the quality of the final product may also

be assessed if needed or requested. A business may want the auditing firm to be involved

throughout the process to catch problems earlier on so that they can be fixed more easily. An

auditor can serve as a controls consultant as part of the development team or as an

independent auditor as part of an audit.

Businesses sometimes use formal systems development processes. These help assure that

systems are developed successfully. A formal process is more effective in creating strong

controls, and auditors should review this process to confirm that it is well designed and is

followed in practice. A good formal systems development plan outlines:

 A strategy to align development with the organizations broader objectives

 Standards for new systems

 Project management policies for timing and budgeting

 Procedures describing the process
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Topic : Leave The Starting Line

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Monitoring the Project

 Project Management Fundamentals

 Business Management Skills

Definition/Overview:

Monitoring the Project: Once risks have been identified, they must then be assessed as to

their potential severity of loss and to the probability of occurrence. These quantities can be

either simple to measure, in the case of the value of a lost building, or impossible to know for

sure in the case of the probability of an unlikely event occurring. Therefore, in the assessment

process it is critical to make the best educated guesses possible in order to properly prioritize

the implementation of the risk management plan.

The fundamental difficulty in risk assessment is determining the rate of occurrence since

statistical information is not available on all kinds of past incidents. Furthermore, evaluating

the severity of the consequences (impact) is often quite difficult for immaterial assets. Asset

valuation is another question that needs to be addressed. Thus, best educated opinions and

available statistics are the primary sources of information. Nevertheless, risk assessment

should produce such information for the management of the organization that the primary

risks are easy to understand and that the risk management decisions may be prioritized. Thus,

there have been several theories and attempts to quantify risks. Numerous different risk

formulae exist, but perhaps the most widely accepted formula for risk quantification is:
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Key Points:

1. Project Management Fundamentals

The "science" part of project management, covered in this book, includes office

productivity suite (such as Microsoft Office, email, and so on) and project

management software skills.

1.1 Business Management Skills

Those skills that would be equally valuable to an "operations" or "line-of-business"

manager, such as budgeting, finance, procurement, organizational dynamics, team

development, performance management, coaching, and motivation.

1.2 Technical Knowledge

The knowledge gained from experience and competence in the focal area of the

project. With it, you greatly increase your "effectiveness" as a project manager. You

have more credibility, and you can ask better questions, validate the estimates and

detail plans of team members, help solve technical issues, develop better solutions,

and serve more of a leadership role.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Reschedule Your Schedule

Deliver Your System
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Topic : Reschedule Your Schedule

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Rescheduling Correctly

 Real-Time Rescheduling

Definition/Overview:

Rescheduling Correctly: Before a project schedule can be created, a project manager should

typically have a work breakdown structure (WBS), an effort estimate for each task, and a

resource list with availability for each resource. If these are not yet available, it may be

possible to create something that looks like a schedule, but it will essentially be a work of

fiction. They can be created using a consensus-driven estimation method like Wideband

Delphi. The reason for this is that a schedule itself is an estimate: each date in the schedule is

estimated, and if those dates do not have the buy-in of the people who are going to do the

work, the schedule will be inaccurate.

Key Points:

1. Real-Time Rescheduling

Rescheduling is the process of updating an existing production schedule in response to

disruptions or other changes.

In the railway environment changing the production schedule includes adjustments in:

 station arrival/departure times;

 reference times for defined points on the open track;

 reference speeds for particular track sections;

 routes (tracks) assigned to trains both locally (within station areas) or globally (network-

wide); and,

 train sequencing.
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In addition to these classic dispatching measures normally applied after small disruptions,

changing the production schedule can also include staffing and rolling stock adjustments,

adding or canceling trains, adding supplementary stops, short turns, and track slot changes to

accommodate short-term track slot sales (e.g. for freight trains, double-running of heavily

patronized passenger services) to name only a few examples.

An important part of the rescheduling process is communications. In the railway environment

this means that all actors (including train operators, infrastructure operators, guards and

passengers) must be updated with the new schedule. Communications will become even more

important as more different companies share the same infrastructure network (SBB practices

Open Access). This will make it more complex and resource intensive (time, technology) to

both develop and communicate new schedules that are acceptable to all parties.

1.1 Control

Control is the process of causing a system variable to conform to some desired value,

called a reference value.

Control systems are widely used in the transportation business. Examples include

driverless metros, airplane autopilots and automobile cruise control. The goal of this

research is not to develop a railroad train control system that replaces the train

operator since the wide variation in different operating companies and rolling stock

would lead to a very expensive solution (at least at the present time). Therefore, this

research focuses on developing a tool, which supports the train operator with

information regarding reference speed and time constraints. The train operator

remains in full control, responsible for insuring that any variation in the train

trajectory remains within the predefined limits.
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